
City of Moose Jaw Boards, Committees and Commissions Feedback Survey SurveyMonkey

Q1 Of which City of Moose Jaw Board, Committee or Commission are
you a member? (If more than one, include all)

Answered: 35 Skipped: 0

RESPONSES

Environmental Advisory Committee

Cultural Diversity Advisory Committee

DATE

7/31/2019 6:56 AM

7/30/2019 4:34 PM
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Environmental committee

special needs advisory committee

Cultural Diversity Advisory Committee

Special Needs Advisory Committee

Saskatchewan Polytechnic Board member

Transportation Services Advisory Committee

Special Needs Advisory Committee

SNAC

Environment Advisory Committee

Cultural Diversity Advisory Committee

Special Needs and Housing

Parks and Rec

Murals Board

Municipal Planning Commission

Parks & Rec Advisory

Economic Development Commission

Parks and Rec Advisory Committee and Wakamow Board of Directors

environmental

Parks and rec, library board, Municipal planning .

Environmental Advisory

Heritage Advisory

Cultural Diversity Advisory Committee

SNAC

Tsac

TSAC, DAB, Parks and rec, Wakamow board of directors

Environmental Advisory Committee

Heritage Advisory Committee

Mural Board

Transportation Services Advisory Committee

Cultural diversity committee

Murals Board

Parks and Recreation

7/29/2019 4:07 PM

7/29/2019 5:50 AM

7/23/2019 5:19 PM

7/23/2019 3:32 PM

7/23/2019 10:54 AM

7/23/2019 9:50 AM

7/21/2019 6:57 AM

7/19/201910:50 PM

7/19/2019 11:47 AM

7/19/2019 11:17 AM

7/19/2019 9:17 AM

7/18/2019 6:26 PM

7/18/2019 4:18 PM

7/18/201912:51 PM

7/18/2019 12:38 PM

7/18/201910:01 AM

7/18/2019 9:49 AM

7/18/2019 8:44 AM

7/18/2019 12:43 AM

7/17/2019 10:18 PM

7/17/2019 8:40 PM

7/17/2019 8:29 PM

7/17/2019 2:54 PM

7/17/2019 2:46 PM

7/17/20191:37PM

7/17/20191:28PM

7/17/2019 12:37 PM

7/17/201912:31 PM

7/17/2019 12:09 PM

7/17/2019 12:06 PM

7/17/2019 11:18AM

7/17/2019 10:59 AM
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35 Economic Development 7/17/201910:48 AM
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Q2 Were you made aware of the mandate and objectives of your
committee?

Answered; 35 Skipped: 0

Yes

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

Yes

RESPONSES

91.43% 32

3

35

No

TOTAL

8.57%
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Q3 Do you feel the committee as a whole remained focused on achieving
the objectives?

Answered: 35 Skipped: 0

Yes

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

Yes

No

TOTAL

RESPONSES

82.86%

17.14%

29

35

1,1
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Q4 What do you feel are the committee's most important achievements
during your tenure?

Answered: 34 Skipped: 1

# RESPONSES

1 Municipal Green Plan

2 I feel that the committee has kept the City of Moose Jaw informed and aware of the changing
climate in regards to increasing diversity in the community. The committee held a forum to connect
with the City of Moose Jaw and stakeholders and this was important in raising attention to the topic
of diversity. I would say advocating for awareness of the importance of effectively supporting and
accommodating needs related to diversity is an accomplishment we can be proud of.

DATE

7/31/2019 6:56 AM

7/30/2019 4:34 PM

Procurement of an environmental mandate for the City of Moose Jaw in conjunction with its
current statement.

7/29/2019 4:07 PM

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

recommendation escalator mosaic .curb cut project down town and area , private handicap placard
parking residential, bring forward transportation concerns and solutions, accessibility concerns of
special needs residents and provide a voice to transportation services advisory and council

7/29/2019 5:50 AM

Updating and revising our mandate. informing council members of needed issues at city council
meetings

7/23/2019 5:19 PM

Being the voice of special needs individuals within our City as well as working with Transportation
Sen/ices to provide a more consistent service.

achievement of goais and objectives

We have only had 3 meetings since I joined, but our most important work has been working to
suggest amendments to the new bylaws. This includes taking into consideration public opinion and

consulting with the police department.

7/23/2019 3:32 PM

7/23/2019 10:54 AM

7/23/2019 9:50 AM

Providing guidance to the traffic (parking) bylaw changes as well as the taxi bylaw, as it pertains to
people living with disabilities

Ramps (Sask. Polytechnic Project)-assisting with funding for same.

See above -1 haven't attended a meeting to this point

I am not sure...) was a "second" so I don't really know what was undertaken and completed.

7/21/2019 6:57 AM

7/19/2019 10:50 PM

7/19/2019 11:47 AM

7/19/2019 11:17AM

7/19/2019 9:17 AM

19

20

21

Reviewing accessibility of the city for the persons of disabilities in our community. Transportation
issue. The Special Needs Committee is also working on a project similar to Regina 'a "Champions
of Transit" that when completed will encourage persons of disabilities to use the regular transit and
therefore put less strain on Para Transit and foster independence

Partly letting admin know what people are thinking and saying about our services, helping improve
our services and more importantly explaining to the public how things work and why!

Keeping the murals in good condition for the public to enjoy. There is so much rich history in and
around Moose Jaw

None really. The committee merely provides an oversight of planning decisions, and does little to
help formulate them.

7/18/2019 6:26 PM

7/18/2019 4:18 PM

7/18/201912:51 PM

Grant allocation, Parks & Rec facility renaming, advising council of the direction the P&R dept

should go in
7/18/2019 12:38 PM

Wakamow: Expanded trail systems with new crossings, managed loss of Provincial funding,
renewed leadership Parks and Rec; New computerized pass system, take-over of Yara Centre

7/18/2019 9:49 AM

giving of information to public

To strive to make correct decisions for each committee on a regular basis. Which could help the
City.

7/18/2019 8:44 AM

7/18/2019 12:43 AM

Organizing a garbage pickup day. 7/17/2019 10:18 PM
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22

23

24

25

26

Facade improvement grants and advice to Council regarding Heritage improvements.

Quite a few things were accomplished such as clarification of the mandate and city council's role in
supporting our committee and it's mandate. One great promotion which occurred in connection
with our mandate was the "It Takes a Village" event in April. Another was the recommendation to
city council to consider trial bus offers for newcomers in order to promote local transportation and
create awareness of the availability of the city transit.

7/17/2019 8:40 PM

7/17/2019 8:29 PM

Getting blind signage up. Hosting educational community events 7/17/2019 2:54 PM

7/17/2019 2:46 PM

7/17/2019 1:37 PM

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

Transportation safety

TSAC worked hard with engineering to institute our new warrant system in relation to our bylaws.
Parks and rec every year has to decide not only who gets community funding, but also work on
keeping our city run facilities/graveyards affordable while striving not to be a financial burden to
the community. Wakamow has managed to build several playgrounds, bathrooms, 2bridges, and
many upgrades to trails, we were also the first province to complete the great trail, and by end of
the summer should of completed a disc golf course, all this after the provincial government
stopped providing us funding. DAB every month has to uphold the cities bylaws while still allowing
some variances when permitted. We haven't been found to be incorrect in our judgements by the
8MB since i joined.

Sadly not much. Initiatives that were undertaken were not concluded as it would have required a
refreshed City Plan. Policy frame work refresh wasn't perceived as an impactful contribution had
we finished it.

7/17/20191:28PM

Replacing heritage plaques around the city Sponsorship of the local Heritage Fair Dialogue with
the Youth Advisory Committee re: heritage matters Work on refurbishing city bell

To keep the murals that we have in good condition and find good places for new ones

Moving to a warrant based system to prioritize requests

7/17/2019 12:37 PM

7/17/201912:31 PM

7/17/2019 12:09 PM

Sumard contract

Ongoing maintenance of the murals, getting our funding reinstated.

7/17/2019 12:06 PM

7/17/2019 11:18 AM

Facility rate guidance, renaming of facilities, input and feedback to Mr. Osmachenko and Mr. Blais.

None

7/17/2019 10:59 AM

7/17/2019 10:48 AM
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Q5 During your time on the committee what have been the biggest
obstacles to achieving your objectives?

Answered: 35 Skipped' 0

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

RESPONSES

Lots of updates regarding relevant city issues and insightful discussion from committee members
who are truly passionate about the issues but little output resulting. Time constraints are likely a
contributing factor.

-capacity. It is difficult to meet sometimes because Quorum is often not achieved -red tape. Ail the
processes make it difficult for "everyday citizens" to engage effectively -too much overseeing of
eligible membership and too many restriction on membership (i.e. each group is written right into
the Terms of Reference) and this makes it difficult to engage additional citizens and organizations
that may have a vested interest and might bring needed perspective and capacity -lack of diversity
on City Council means that sometimes diverse perspective are not appreciated in all their

complexity

DATE

7/31/2019 6:56 AM

7/30/2019 4:34 PM

The City engineer not working cooperativeiy with members of the committee.

city funding for projects are always a concern, but the issues are brought forward for discussion
and are put priority list and may be funded

7/29/2019 4:07 PM

7/29/2019 5:50 AM

Not enough people to form a quorum

Amount of time it fakes to get approval from the City for an answer after something has come up
during a meeting. I am not sure if special needs accessibility is a priority within the City.

Gap in meetings

Interpersonal issues and people with stakes in what is being discussed (possessive and defensive
behavior), from committee members and city staff.

7/23/2019 5:19 PM

7/23/2019 3:32 PM

7/23/2019 10:54 AM

7/23/2019 9:50 AM

The financial cost of providing services, protections, and dignified supports for people iiving with
disabilities wishing to be a part of their community

Nothing comes to mind

see above

N/A

Getting projects completed and forwarded to council for approval

Finances

Having enough money to continue keeping the murals in good condition

None to speak of. On at least one occasion, Council was too puscilianimous to accept the
recommendation of the Commission.

7/21/2019 6:57 AM

7/19/2019 10:50 PM

7/19/2019 11:47 AM

7/19/2019 11:17 AM

7/19/2019 9:17 AM

7/18/2019 6:26 PM

7/18/2019 4:18 PM

7/18/201912:51 PM

We should see what organizations didn't use past grant allocations or submitted late grant follow
ups and take that into consideration when allocating the following years grants. If our responsibility
is to advise council on the direction of the dept once a year we should see a dept strategic plan to
see the big picture of what they are focusing on that year. Not sure that the screening process for
who sits on this committee is valid. All folks on the committee should have background,
experience and knowledge in the parks and recreation industry. Otherwise their voice at the table
isn't beneficial and their comments are wasting the rest of the committee members and city
administrations time during meetings.

Not enough meetings.

7/18/2019 12:38 PM

Continuity of members, funding (Wakamow), inconsistent referral of issues to the committee
(Parks and Rec)

continuity of members

7/18/201910:01 AM

7/18/2019 9:49 AM

7/18/2019 8:44 AM
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21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

I think it has been fairly good not many obstacles during my tenure. Sometimes it was a formality it
seemed. That it was decided on by council already it felt like. But it did go smoothly for the most
part.

Not knowing what, precisely, we were supposed to be doing.

Too much "red tape" and Council not taking our advice.

Conflicting schedules among members (lack of quorum) sometimes create meeting delays. Also
the perception that our committee is a department to filter racism complaints rather than promote
positive cultural awareness and foster diversity within our lovely little community.

Working with SaskPoly on projects

None

TSAC city officials are stretched thin and that sometimes makes arranging a meeting difficult.
Wakamow had a large portion of our funding taken away, yet we've not only maintained but
managed to add to the park.

1) Council / Engineering / Administration has not brought fon/yard items for us to discuss or seek
public input on. 2) It has been overtiy projected to the board that the city doesn't have financial
means or labour assets to undertake any green Initiatives.

Budget -- we have just $1,000. With Heritage Moose Jaw shutting down, we are the ONLY group
advocating for heritage in this city. There is simply too much that needs to be done that $1,000
cannot adequately address. An inability to raise our own funds that could be used for heritage
projects. We have lots of ideas but are unable to capitalize on them. It is my understanding we
need council approval for a "municipal project" in order to raise funds. A lack of support from city
council. I feel they do not always listen to our recommendations. I understand they have
accountability, but what is the point of such an advisory committee if you ignore their
recommendations? Council also specifically NEVER asks questions of the committee when
presenting at council, which does not allow us to explain our actions or decisions. Presenting at
council doesn't work: it was better when the minutes were discussed at executive committee. It
was a more informal setting that facilitated discussion. A focus that is too narrow. We need to have
some ability to actually officially advocate for heritage and the protection of focal landmarks.
Currently, that is not really the mandate of this committee. Staffing issues. Over the past three
years, we have had at least six different people taking minutes/serving as committee clerk. I
understand why this happens, but it is frustrating because, sometimes, we need to rely on the
clerk's assistance regarding protocol. If you have someone new a!! the time who doesn't know the

position very well, it creates a lack of support.

30

31

32

33

Funding and good places for new ones

The scope of the committee is fairly large and many items/issues don't pertain to my role as the
Transportation Manager at Prairie South School Division

Certain members trying to change scope of committee

7/18/2019 12:43 AM

7/17/2019 10:18 PM

7/17/2019 8:40 PM

7/17/2019 8:29 PM

7/17/2019 2:54 PM

7/17/2019 2:46 PM

7/17/20191:37PM

7/17/20191:28PM

7/17/201912:37 PM

The.cutting of our funds 2 years ago and having to go to council to beg to have them reinstated
when the Parks and Rec department screwed up a year tater and they were cut again.

7/17/201912:31 PM

7/17/2019 12:09 PM

7/17/2019 12:06 PM

7/17/2019 11:18 AM

34

35

A general "this is how we have always done it" attitude.

Lack of meetings

7/17/2019 10:59 AM

7/17/2019 10:48 AM
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Q6 What, if any, are the biggest shortcomings of the committee?

Answered: 32 Skipped: 3

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

RESPONSES

Climate change - not much discussion or suggestions put forth to city regarding what more might
be done at the municipal level.

DATE

7/31/2019 6:56 AM

-Terms of Reference that are not entirely relevant, that do not contain a targeted mandate, that do
not empower the CDAC to effectively serve the ADVISORY function it is meant to maintain

The inability for the committee to work with enough latitude to accomplish its goals.

not always enough members interested in sitting or unaware there is a committee

Lack of city council listening or even attending a meeting to know issues from minorities in the
community

yeariy changing members

We don't meet as often as we should. Also there is a backlog of issues/concerns being held up in
the engineering department and not being passed on to the advisory committee in a timely

manner.

Through our partnerships and regular meetings, I'd say that our committee doesn't have any
significant shortcomings.

We tend to get stuck on specific and oft-discussed transportation concerns.

see above

N/A

Our committee is now running quite well. In the past we had poorly run meetings due to members
not knowing the procedures for chairing meetings. We now have a committee that a!I have a stake
in the disabled community which has not always been the case.

Keeping people on the board

No real power, and as mentioned above, they are too easily and readily ignored by Council.

7/30/2019 4:34 PM

7/29/2019 4:07 PM

7/29/2019 5:50 AM

7/23/2019 5:19 PM

7/23/2019 10:54 AM

7/23/2019 9:50 AM

7/21/2019 6:57 AM

7/19/2019 10:50 PM

7/19/2019 11:47 AM

7/19/2019 11:17 AM

7/19/2019 9:17 AM

7/18/2019 4:18 PM

7/18/201912:51 PM

7/18/2019 12:38 PMWe should be seeing a yearly strategic plan of the ctept and forward our advisory committee
comments on it to council. This currently does not happen.

16

17

18

19

20

21

More discussion and planning on growth initiatives.

na

I think the committee was run well and could use or have a few more people on the committee.
That would help maybe do more advertising to put out there to get more on boards. The more
people give more ideas and more insight.

Lack of direction.

Very little power which makes it seem not worthwhile.

7/18/2019 10:01 AM

7/18/2019 8:44 AM

7/18/2019 12:43 AM

7/17/2019 10:18 PM

7/17/2019 8:40 PM

7/17/2019 8:29 PM

22

23

24

The recent request by some members to change the meeting times to an earlier time seems to
have made it more difficult for the city council member to be present. In the past, at least one of the
members also seemed to want to digress into lengthy discussions of details which seemed
irrelevant to the goals and agenda,but over the past nine months, it seems like that's corrected
itself and most members have lots of great - relevant-to-topic- input.

Na I think we a have a variety of people that adds to knowledge of our group

None

TSAC doesnt meet often enough, makes the process take longer then it should. DAB could use 1-
2 more members to make having quorum more easily obtained.

25 Lack of direction and meaningful work to progress.

7/17/2019 2:54 PM

7/17/2019 2:46 PM

7/17/2019 1:37 PM

7/17/2019 1:28 PM
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26 A lack of funding and a focus that is too restrictive. 7/17/2019 12:37PM

27 I don'tfee! there any 7/17/2019 12:31 PM

28 Again, the scope of the committee is large 7/1 7/2019 12:09 PM

29 Meetings every month seem to be to many as committee doesn't really seem to make a big 7/17/2019 12:06 PM
impact on the community

30 We need more voices and of a younger age group. 7/17/2019 11:18 AM

31 More community feedback is required and a more progressive look to the future parks and rec 7/17/2019 10:59 AM
needs of our City

32 Lack of meetings 7/17/2019 10:48 AM
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Q7 Do you feel your committee is relevant?

Answered: 35 Skipped: 0

SurveyMonkey

Yes

ANSWER CHOICES

Yes

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

RESPONSES

91.43% 32

3

35

No

TOTAL

8.57%
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Q8 Are there other community groups in Moose Jaw that have a similar
mandate and objectives as the committee you were a member of?

Answered; 29 Skipped: 6

Yes

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

Yes

No

TOTAL

RESPONSES

17.24%

82.76%

5

24

29
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Q9 What would your advice to City Council be about the future of this
committee and/or how it could operate more effectively?

Answered; 34 Skipped: 1

# RESPONSES

1 Continue with EAC: 1/ EAC to City - rather than simply receiving updates on issues, raise new
issues and provide recommendations. 2/ City to EAC - invite more involvement in issues rather

than simply updating progress.

2 -In consultation with the committee, revise the Terms of Reference to make them more relevant -
Anhance open communication between the committee and council -bring the committee's voice
into every-day decisions not just stuff that is super-apparentiy "diversity" or "multicultural" focused.
Diverse perspectives can enhance any decision that needs to be made; similarly, any decision that
is made can impact on different populations differently -follow though on the great work started
through 13 Ways - Consider this excellent two-pager about Citizen-participation and put it into
action as much as feasibiy possible (i.e. reconsider the power-dynamics & harness your greatest
resource: your citizens):
https://cdn2.hubspot.netfhubfs/316071/Leaming%2020%20A%20Guide%20for%20Govemment%
200fficials%20Seeking%20%20to%20Promote%20Productive%20Citizen%20Participation_.pdf?
utm_campaign=VC_CoP&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=74928057&^
hsenc=p2ANqtz-_AuLpolUVB5KGYH9uoQHslg9jf9-
X3DEA5cvPzQAM_cmSm7AmCjFn/1Y47untDk2Ks492Pot47is4XVJFPemus2S5zPg&_hsmi=7492
8057 Thank very much for this opportunity for feedback!

3 It should either be disbanded or, it should be given greater autonomy to make decisions with
regard to it's mandate and then obtain councils approval/disapproval to move forward (or not) with
those objectives or motions.

10

11

12

I think the committee does function effectively, however I am not sure council appreciated the time
and effort put in to the committee by the members.

Please have one city counci) member serve on the committee to know what is happening and offer
advice

This committee should be a high priority for the City as it represents a vast demographic of citizens
from MJ from the disabled to the elderly - access at certain areas within the city are less than par
and in 2019 should be a much accessible community.

timely managed meetings

This committee is very important and should be meeting more often. It should be better utilized. A
more efficient communication strategy needs to be developed between this committee and the
engineering department.

1 believe that this is one of the strongest and most active advisory committees at this time.! believe
it should continue to operate as is. I also believe there should be a provision for special meetings
at other times of day so that individuals struggling with mobility and transportation have a chance
to speak with the committee during regular transit hours. (Currently, our meetings occur after
regular transit operation has ceased).

It is relevant and meets monthly. Our chairperson keeps meetings moving along smoothly and we
strive to do right for those we represent as well as taxpayers.

I look forward to participating

I am not sure.

DATE

7/31/2019 6:56 AM

7/30/2019 4:34 PM

7/29/2019 4:07 PM

7/29/2019 5:50 AM

7/23/2019 5:19 PM

7/23/2019 3:32 PM

7/23/2019 10:54 AM

7/23/2019 9:50 AM

7/21/2019 6:57 AM

7/19/2019 10:50 PM

13 I believe that at times Special Needs and Transportation area sharing many issues. I also believe
the housing committee should have disabled representation and meets rarely. Time and effort
could be saved by combining these committees.

14 I think it's very effective as it is

7/19/2019 11:47 AM

7/19/2019 11:17AM

7/19/2019 9:17 AM

7/18/2019 6:26 PM
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15 More funding please. Keeping the City Council aware of Just how much work goes into maintaining
such a valuable asset to attract tourists that helps spread the word across Canada about what a
jewel Moose Jaw is both as a tourist attraction and bringing business to store owners, hotels, and
restaurants year round. It ain't Just a summer thing.

16 Screen committee candidates more closely before adding them to the committee, don't accept any
citizen's application be sure they are qualified. There is an old council motion that dictates that a
large percentage of the target grant dollars must go to the MJ & D Seniors Assoc and the Cosmo
Seniors I don't think this is relevant for today's seniors with all of the other senior recreation

opportunities available in MJ. Typically the more healthy and active seniors that are still playing
hockey, using our trails, playing organized sports, curling, swimming, etc. are seeing less of these
sask lotteries funds rather then the less active ones who are playing card games, scrabble, floor
shuffle at these centres. Don't we want to support the more active individuals also? This council
motion should be dissolved and all senior rec activities applied for equally under the target grant
the two senior centres shouldn't be guaranteed more funding then other applicants are receiving.
We could allocate the grant funds more effectively in MJ if this council motion was dissolved.

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

7/18/2019 4:18 PM

7/18/201912:38 PM

Consistent meeting schedule and focus on items that can assist the city to grow and attract new

business,

Expand the issues to be brought to the Parks and Rec committee such as input to the budget
process. Increase priority the City places on it's infrastructure in Wakamow (roads, bridges etc.).
Wakamow can only do so much and must rely on the City to maintain It's works.

7/18/2019 10:01 AM

7/18/2019 9:49 AM

define to committee and Admin leading the committee what city in 2019 hopes they accomplish

Municipal planning could be given more information when it comes to certain things that come our

way. We could make more of a clearer decision then in a few instances. Parks and rec we have
been getting alot more information that has helped. With the Librairy board we have good
leadership and members, which do want to keep giving moose jaw and familes great facilities and
services and activities. Which is a drawing card for building up the city for businesses wanting to
settle in the city with their workers that have families. They look at all aspects of what the city has
to offer. Advertise more or come up with posters etc to get more people on the committee.

7/18/2019 8:44 AM

7/18/2019 12:43 AM

Give a clear outline of what they're supposed to be doing. Informing the public of what the City is
doing from an environmental perspective? Educating the public on environmental matters?
Educating youth? Educating adults? Brainstonning City policy to meet environmental objectives?
Or Just functioning as a checkmarker of environmental steps the City is taking? The goal was
unclear.

7/17/2019 10:18 PM

Abide by our decisions 7/17/2019 8:40 PM

7/17/2019 8:29 PMInvite some members from 1 5 Wing, a representative from Ecole Ducharme, and any other official
focal ethnic groups or organizations which haven't got a current representative in our
membership... more diversity reach might be gained in this case. Also, ensuring a larger
membership could guarantee quorum and more regular meetings. And finally, the meetings should
accommodate the city council member and committee chair's schedules as I believe both these

persons should be in attendance at every meeting. Thank you for seeking my feedback on the
Cultural Diversity Advisory Committee...1 truly believe this is a committee which will help educate
and support our community mosaic! <3

Na

No advice

TSAC could meet more frequently. DAB could use 1-2 more members. Wakamow although it is
very happy with the funds the city provides, more funds means more activities and education to
the community

While there are consultants working on a new landfill and other solid waste initiatives being
worked on. It is unlikely there will be much that the EAC can contribute to this. With the addition of
a communications officer at the City, much of the education / public awareness function of the EAC
is better handled through the City's PR channels. I would think the City could consider retiring this
group until such time items are undertaken which a committee should contribute to...

7/17/2019 2:54 PM

7/17/2019 2:46 PM

7/17/20191:37PM

7/17/20191:28PM

I would ask that council actualiy engage with our committee when addressing them, so we can
explain our decisions and rationale more clearly. 1 would simply hope that council recognizes the
importance of this committee.

I feel we are doing our best with the funding we have

7/17/2019 12:37 PM

7/17/2019 12:31 PM
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30 The committee works well and we feel the interests of our students is being served. 7/17/2019 12:09 PM

31 No monthly meetings instead of monthly. More involved to cultural events This committee used to 7/17/2019 12:06 PM
be the co.mittee to deal with racism incidents in the city Not sure if it's duplicated with multicultural
co.mittee

32 This is a very important board as the repercussions of dismantling it would be very foolhardy. The 7/17/2019 11:18 AM
city needs to spend more time trying to recruit younger board members for continuity and longevity
of the murals and murals board. A yearly thank you card would be nice too. We never receive any
acknowledgment of the FREE work we put in for the benefit of this city. The murals board does
operate very effectively with very little money but does not always feel respected for our efforts or
our thriftiness.

33 The guidance and leadership provided by volunteer committees should be allowed to make 7/17/2019 10:59 AM
significant contributions to the development of the parks and recreation area of our city. I feel there
is talent abundant and should be utilized for project feasibility, usage studies, monitoring, etc.
Many of these volunteers would provide services in this capacity thus alleviating some of the cost
and time constraints on our civil servants.

34 Mandate of the board. Quarterly meetings 7/17/2019 10:48 AM
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